Quizzes

Laugh.

Make lists. Each week, note assignments and readings to be completed. Next to each task, put the estimated number of hours.

Read the story.

Ask about the question formats.

Take notes.

I will make up symbols and abbreviations. They key message is:

“Which High School Study Skills Do I Need to Work On?”

Studies reveal that better educated people are healthier than less educated ones, but the children of people with more education are healthier, and the lifetime earnings (in 1999 dollars) are $1.2 million, compared with $2.1 million for college graduates.

Real Life Story: Organization 101

A good plan is uncomplicated. A good plan states what you're going to do and where, when, and how you're going to do it. A good plan includes something you can repeat frequently. A good plan can be started soon, usually within twenty minutes. It can be written down, or it can be an outline of tasks. It is a guide for things you need to do.
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Real Life Story: Organization 101

Want a Long, Healthy Life? Stay in School

Am I Reading Smart?

What Is My Learning Style?

Which High School Study Skills Do I Need to Work On?
Improve My High School Study Skills

Do I need this EduGuide?

Yes, if you want to learn how to study smarter—not harder—in order to improve your grades and succeed academically, this EduGuide is for you. Read on to discover what your learning style is and how to use it to read, take notes, and prepare for tests more effectively.

How does it work?

- **Quizzes** help you know where you stand.
- **Real Life Stories** tell the experiences of real people.
- **Shortcuts** help you take immediate action. Choose one or go through them all.

What will I learn?

- What your preferred learning style is and how it affects the way you study
- How to organize your time and create an effective study plan
- How to listen better in class
- How to take notes that will make sense when you study them later
- How to read academic material so that you can understand and remember it

Quick Solutions

- What can I do in fifteen minutes? Take the "What is My Learning Style?" quiz or the "Which High School Study Skills Do I Need to Work On?" quiz.
- What can I do in an hour? Get a day planner and write down your schedule for the coming week using the techniques discussed in the Shortcut "Help Me Get Organized." Or do a class reading assignment using the reading strategies you learned.
Help Me Create a Study Plan

According to a study by Joan Carver, an educational researcher and expert on helping students improve their high school study skills, the best study plan is the following:

1. **Simple.** A good plan is uncomplicated.
2. **Specific.** A good plan states what you're going to do and where, when, and how you're going to do it.
3. **Positive.** A good plan states what you're going to do (not what you're going to stop doing).
4. **Repetitive.** A good plan includes something you can repeat frequently.
5. **Independent.** A good plan is based on you doing the work; it doesn't depend on somebody else.
6. **Immediate.** A good plan can be started soon, usually within twenty-four hours.
7. **Committed.** A good plan includes I will statements.

Write down your study plan. Why? Because when you write something, you're more likely to do it.

**Here's an Example**

This is a study plan for completing an assigned reading. Does it include the seven traits listed above?

I will read at least ten pages of *Animal Farm* between four and five every afternoon until I've finished the book. I'll read in my bedroom where it's quiet and there are fewer distractions. After I finish every page, I'll pause to ask myself what happened in the story. I'll answer out loud to help me remember.

**Now It's Your Turn**

Create a study plan for one of your assignments.

- Write down your plan.
- Make sure it includes Joan Carver's seven steps.
- Check it over.

Don't underestimate the power of making plans. Remember: if you fail to plan, you plan to fail.
Help Me Use Learning Styles Strategies to Study Smarter

Practical Study Tips for Auditory, Visual, and Kinesthetic Learners

Auditory Learners

Auditory learners process and remember information best when they hear it and repeat it. Use this knowledge to customize your high school study skills with teacher-tested auditory learning styles strategies.

**Read aloud and repeat.** Highlight key concepts as you read. Then read the highlighted material aloud. To memorize facts, repeat the information aloud several times.

**Record and review.** To boost retention, record lectures (get permission first). Then review the material at home. If you take written notes, read them into a recorder and play them back. You can also read, record, and listen to textbook chapters.

**Discuss.** Explain new concepts to a family member or study partner. When you have required reading, retell the main points of the selection in your own words.

**Practice word association.** Use rhymes and acronyms to help recall facts. Here are two examples: In 1492, Columbus sailed the ocean blue; Roy G. Biv (the colors of the rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet).

**Use CDs.** Ask your librarian if a required book is available on CD. To increase comprehension of a book on CD, follow along the text as you listen.

**Ask for help.** Ask friends and family members to quiz you orally as you prepare for tests.

Visual Learners

To study most efficiently, focus on the strengths of a visual learning style.

**Use color.** Buy a rainbow of pens and highlighters. When you take notes, use different colors for different concepts. Write key concepts three times in three different colors. Highlight important passages and points in standout shades.

**Look at the pictures first.** Before you read a passage from a textbook, first look at the illustrations to get an idea of the topic. When you read the chapter, review the graphics to help you remember key concepts.

**Picture what you read.** As you read, get a clear idea of what’s going on by picturing the action in your mind.

**Use flashcards.** Use flashcards to help you memorize facts. For example, for a history class, write a date on one side of a card and key events that took place on that date on the reverse.

**Get it in writing.** Remember to take notes on everything your teacher writes on the board or displays using presentation software. Ask the teacher to supply written assignments whenever possible.

Kinesthetic Learners
Kinesthetic learners process information and solve problems most efficiently when they turn learning into a hands-on activity. Try some of these kinesthetic learning strategies.

**Get a grip on it.** If you can, choose projects that let you use your hands. If you are studying the solar system, for instance, build a model of it.

**Get more from reading.** When you read, follow along with your fingers or a bookmark to boost comprehension. Use bright colors to underline, circle, and highlight concepts. Rewrite relevant facts or key concepts in your own words. Act out a passage from a book you are assigned or put on a skit to demonstrate what you are studying.

**Take a break.** To focus better and avoid boredom, study for a short time (no longer than thirty minutes), and then take a physical activity break.

**Explore.** Take field trips. Look for exhibits or programs that relate to topics you are learning about in class. For instance, if you are studying ancient Egypt, go to a museum that has ancient Egyptian artifacts.
Help Me Manage My Academic Stress

When you’re stressed, it's hard to concentrate and keep to a study schedule. If you make these six tips part of your high school study skills plan, you will keep your stress level under control:

1. **Eat healthy food.** Start the day with a healthy breakfast—whole grain toast or oatmeal, milk, yogurt, cheese, fruit, eggs, meat—and you'll get better grades than students who skip breakfast or eat junk food.
2. **Sleep.** Teenagers need eight to ten hours of sleep a night. You may not think you’re tired, but if you are stressed, lack of sleep could be a major reason. Try this: for one week, sleep a full eight hours or more every night and notice how you feel. If you feel better, keep it up.
3. **Study when you’re most alert.** Schedule your study time when your energy is highest. If you know you feel sluggish from four to five in the afternoon but are energetic from seven to eight in the evening, study then.
4. **Exercise.** Students who swim or jog regularly (at least twice a week) are less stressed, less anxious, less confused, and do better in school than students who don’t exercise.
5. **Laugh.** If you feel yourself stressing out (you can’t focus, you’re feeling panicky), take a break from studying. Go to a funny Web site or watch a good sit-com for half an hour. Laughter can restart a stuck brain.
6. **Ask for help when you need it.** If you are struggling in a subject, don’t wait for the teacher to do something; stay after class and ask your teacher for help. Smart students know that asking questions is the quickest way to defuse test anxiety and lessen stress.
Help Me Listen Better

Critical listening is an important study skill. If you don’t understand something you hear, you won’t understand it when you’re studying for a test. Here are some studying tips to help you get more from your listening. Note: Don’t try to use all these suggestions immediately. Try one or two a week, and add new tips as you incorporate the previous ones into your study routine.

Listen with the intention of understanding. To learn, you have to understand what the teacher is saying. Use these strategies to engage your "listening ears:"

- Try to repeat what the teacher says in your mind.
- Ask yourself, Did that make sense? If not, ask for clarification.
- Nod. Moving your head in agreement can engage you, especially if you learn best through movement.
- Make connections between what the teacher says and what you already know. If you can’t make a connection, ask the teacher to make one.

Listen for teacher cues. Be alert for key phrases that emphasize important information. When you hear key phrases, write down the information that follows. Here are some examples of key phrases:

- The most important points are
- The chief cause is
- The most significant effect is
- The main reason is
- Remember that
- There are five characteristics of
- The result is
- They key message is
Help Me Take Better Notes

Good note taking is one of the most important study skills students need to succeed in school. These studying tips will help you get more out of lectures and class handouts.

- If it's on the board, write it down. Teachers use the board and projectors to present important information. If they emphasize a point by writing on the board or using a projector, it's important enough to go into your notebook.
- If it's on a handout, take notes in the margins. Don't rewrite information that's already been prepared for you in a handout. Instead, add notes to yourself and clarifications the teacher offers in the margins.
- Write down definitions and examples. Pay special attention to definitions and examples that illustrate and explain new concepts.
- Don't try to write down everything the teacher says. You'll never keep up. Aim for notes that paraphrase the main concepts. Write down words the teacher emphasizes, key questions, and important points.
- Make up symbols and abbreviations. This can be fun, plus you'll save time when you use your own shorthand system for taking notes. This downloadable.pdf from the University of Central Missouri and this link at the University of North Dakota can help you get a start.
- Pay extra attention at the beginning and end of class. Teachers usually introduce the lesson at the start of the class. If you keep the agenda in mind as the class continues, you'll follow the lesson more easily. Teachers often review important concepts at the end of class. During this review, be sure you've got the important concepts in your notes.
- Review your notes. Students who review their notes the same day they take them—even for just five minutes—remember more than students who don't look at their class notes until they're studying for a test.
- Keep track of dates. Put the date on every page. If your binder pops open and your notes spill out, the dates will help you get the pages back in order. Dates can also help you remember exactly when you learned something.
Help Me Read Smarter

You've got to have a clear understanding of material you read for school to succeed at high school academics. These studying tips will help you understand and remember what you read in textbooks.

1. **Preview the book.** Read the contents page. Are there chapters? What are the titles? Is there a glossary that defines terms at the end of the book? Is there an index at the end of the book that lists topics and the pages you can find them on? Remember: the words in the glossary and the topics in the index are listed in alphabetical order.

2. **Turn to the assigned chapter.** What is the title? What can you learn from the headings? Often headings give the important ideas that will be covered in the chapter. Look at the illustrations and read the captions to get a fuller idea about the chapter. Are there graphs, charts, maps, diagrams? What do they show? Graphic aids can sum up some kinds of information more clearly than words alone can. Are there study questions at the end of the chapter? Look for the answers as you read.

3. **What are you supposed to learn?** Did your teacher give you an assignment sheet? Comprehension questions? A graphic organizer? Before you begin reading, make sure you’ve got all the worksheets you need. Then fill them in as you read.

4. **Underline, highlight, and write in the margins.** If you are allowed to write in your book, highlight important ideas and write comments and questions in the margins. If you aren’t, write comments and questions in a notebook along with the corresponding page numbers.

5. **Take notes.** Paraphrasing key concepts will help you figure out how well you understand what you’re reading. Summing up the most important ideas will help you recall what you read.

6. **Draw a picture.** Sometimes the best way to summarize information is by drawing a picture. Here’s an example. Learning about photosynthesis? Draw the sun and its rays hitting the leaf of a plant. Add details to show the process the plant uses to turn light energy into glucose, oxygen, and water. You can draw diagrams to compare and contrast or to show cause and effect relationships, scale, a series of events, a complex system, or a cycle.

7. **Stop if you don’t get it.** If you don’t understand a passage, reread it. Try to use the context—the words and sentences around the part you don’t understand—to figure it out. If you’re still puzzled, decide how important that information seems to be. If it’s important, ask the teacher or another student to explain the information to you.

8. **As you read and after you’ve finished, ask yourself questions.** Try these: What main point is the author making? Does this information support the author’s argument or contradict it? Why is this fact important to the author’s overall message? What did I learn that I didn’t know before? If somebody asked me to explain what I just read, what would I say?

9. **Adjust your speed.** Is the material difficult to understand or packed with facts? Slow down. Speed up if the material is familiar and easy to understand.
Help Me Take Tests with Confidence

Ten Ways to Be Test Wise

To reduce test anxiety, add these strategies to your high school study skills.

1. **Review your notes** for about five minutes every night. Frequent review helps your brain store information in long-term memory.
2. **Take notes on assigned readings**. Organizing and summing up information helps you remember it.
3. **Use mnemonic devices**. Words or rhymes can help you remember facts. For example, the word *homes* can help you recall the names of the Great Lakes (Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie, Superior).
4. **Find out as much as you can about what the test will cover**. Listen carefully for hints in the days before the test. Teachers often stress and review information that will be worth big points on a test.
5. **Ask about the question formats**. Will there be multiple-choice questions? Short answers? Essays? Will you have to draw a diagram? A time line? Make up practice questions about the test material in the format you expect to encounter. Then answer them. If you're not sure what kind of questions will be on the test, assume you will have to write an essay. Pulling together the information necessary to answer an essay question will help you answer a question in any format.
6. **How important is the test?** If it's a quiz worth a tiny fraction of your final grade, don't spend days studying for it. Set your priorities based on a test's importance to your grade.
7. **Bring everything you need to the test**. For example, if you need a calculator, don't depend on your best buddy to have an extra.
8. **Read the test directions carefully**. What does the question ask you to do? Compare and contrast? Show all your work? Give examples? Stick to what the question requires—no more and definitely no less.
9. **Answer the easy questions first**. Your confidence will rise, and you can use that momentum as you focus on the harder questions.
10. **Ask for help**. If you don't understand a test question, ask your teacher to clarify it for you.